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Abstract We repoti high pressure liquid chromatography, (HPLC), and transmission

electron microscopy, (TEM), studies of the size distributions of nanosize gold clusters

dispersed in organic solvents. These metal clusters are synthesized in inverse micelles at

room temperature and those investigated range in diameter iiom 1-10 nm. HPLC is

sensitive enough to discern changes in hydrodynamic volume corresponding to only 2

carbon atoms of the passivating agent or metal core size changes of less than 4 ~. We

have determined for the first time how the total cluster volume (metal core + passivating

organic shell) changes with the size of the passivating agent.
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L INTRODUCTION

Over, a century ago, the realization that certain closed shell electron arrangements

lead to special chemical stability in atoms led to the development of the periodic table and

a simple understanding of bonding in molecules. 1 More recently, nuclear chemists have

argued that certain “magic” numbers of protons and neutrons convey extraordinary

stability to certain nuclei as well arid have developed a shell model of the nucleus

analogous to that of atomic electronic shells.L Of direct relevance to the present work is

the observation that clusters of certain “free-electron” metallic atoms like Na formed in

atomic beam experiments and studied by mass spectrome~, MS, show certain especially

abundant peaks in their mass size distribution corresponding to closed shells of valence

electrons (the ionic Na nuclei forming the core of a giant “molecule’’).3~A An open

question is whether these “magic” sizes will predominate in liquid-based synthesis using

stiactants to restrict the growth. It is likely these magic sizes will be important if cluster

stability plays an important role in the nanocluster growth mecbsm.

To study the importance of magic sizes for solution grown nanoclusters, new size

characterization tools are needed to supplement traditional approaches such as Mass

Spectrometry (MS) or High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM).

For clusters formed in the gas phase, MS is a usefi,d and easy-to-apply size analysis tool

to determine mass distributions, that has allowed scientists to investigate clusters of free-

electron metals formed by gas phase aggregations However, for clusters formed in the

liquid phase by chemical approaches, a means of aerosolizing and ionizing inorganic

nanoclusters and interfacing the high pressure liquid environment to the high vacuum gas

environment of the MS must be found. This is a complex and challenging problem, and

only one group has been able to apply MS analysis successfully to clusters formed by

liquid phase synthesis.6 Alvarez and co-workers used laser resorption of the

nanoclusters from a solid matrix to form the aerosol. However, as these authors correctly

noted, the issue of cluster mass fragmentation during ionization and laser resorption,

combined with the relatively poor sensitivity of typical time-of-flight MS detectors to

high MW ions combine to make this approach difficult. There is also the very real

difficulty of obtaining calibration standards of a similar chemical nature, narrow size

distribution, and predictable ionization pattern.

It seems reasonable that just as clusters synthesized in the gas phase are most
,., . .

easily studied by-gas phase detec~or$;:’cltiste~’ synthesized in liq~d: phases should be

studied by liquid phase approaches’ and detectors that can respond to ,clusters in liquids.

One possibility is the use of dynamic light scattering (DLS) to determine the rate of
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cluster diffhsion in a liquid, and thus the average cluster radius. However, in the case of

strongly light absorbing, weakly scattering (i.e. nanosize), inorganic nanoclusters like gold

or silver this approach is impractical because of low signal to noise, (MN). Even in the

case of larger, strongly scattering clusters which have some size dispmion, DLS cannot

separate out the contribution of each size cluster in the population to the total correlation

function, and thus a separate fkictionation method is still required for a satisfactory

analysis.

Thus, scientists who wish to characterize the size distribution of solution grown

nanoclusters have relied almost exclusively on TEM and HRTEM. Unfortunately,

inferring ensemble average properties like average diameter or shape based upon the

limited regions examined in typical T13Miis akin to determinin g the street layout of New

York city by examinin g a square centimeter of side walk-it just isn’t statistically

significant. This statistical uncertainty occurs partly due to human subjectivity when

deciding which areas of the grid to image and photograp~ but also due to size segregation

effects during the drying process which may give rise to a non-representative sample of

clusters in a given region. Additionally, for clusters smaller than about 2-3 nm, just

determining the boundary between a cluster and grid is challenging, and the size

,yncertainty in HRTEM is at least one lattice plane or about 10°/0of the average size. So,

even if an ensemble of nanoclusters in the nanosize range were perfectly monodisperse,

measurementuncertainlyalonewould causeoneto tier a 5-10°/0spread in cluster size. It

is interesting to note that such size dispersion is just what most researchers commonly

quote for their TEM. measurements. An additional difllcuky, often ignore~ lies in the

process of drying clusters out on a grid. This process can cause size changes to the

clusters, induce aggregation or lead to chemical changes (e.g. oxidation) of the clusters.

An& of course, one cannot see the organic groups used to passivate a cluster surface using

electrons, nor determine the size of this organic “shell”.

Though we are by no means advocating a abandonment of TEM approaches to

qualitative cluster analysis, we hope to demonstrate that liquid chromatography, an

approach traditionally used to separate molecules and polymers by size, shape, and

chemical properties, can be used to analyze cluster size distributions, effects of aging and

passivating molecules, while simultaneously obtaining the optical properties (e.g.

absorbance and fluorescence) and other physical properties (e.g. conductivity) of the

clusters. Such studies can be done on a siqgle sample using only a volume of only 10 pl,

with an analysis time of 15-20”min@es;arid’a size resolution of better than 2 ~ and does. .
represent the true, unbihsed ensemble ‘average of the size and optical properties of the

solution. Such studies are the subject of this paper.



IL EXPERIMENTAL

Nanocluster synthesis. We have described our approach to nanocluster synthesis using

inverse micelles extensively in a series of papers.7-1* Here we add some details relevant

to this work. Our approach has changed only in minor ways since our first description of

metal nanocluster synthesis in 1989.7 The most significant change is the use of strongly

binding surfactants,lz thiols, to passivate the surface during or after the chemical

reduction, which allowed us to employ HI?LC analysis of the nanocluster size and size

dispersion. When thiols are added pre-reductio~ they can significantly alter the final

nanocluster size, since they inhibit the cluster growth more strongly than the nonionic and

cationic stiactants we typically use to solubilize the gold salts in inverse micelles.

However, the use of alkyl thiols as passivating agents presents other issues which we

will discuss in a later paper, namely, certain alkyl thiols act as etchants, reducing the size

of the as-synthesized clusters. They also ftil to bind as effectively to larger (e.g. d >4

nm) Au clusters as they do to smaller ones (e.g. d~-3 rim). The thiols, though present in

much lesser amounts than the surfaetants used to form the inverse micelles, compete very

effketively for binding sites on the growing nanocluster surface. Due to their strong

binding properties thiol passivating agents also permit purification and removal of ionic

byproducts and most of the surfactant micelles used to solubilize the metal salt

precursors. The stabilization of the nanoeluster surface by a strongly binding ligand is

critical to the variety of purification approaches described below.

Since we have previously described our general inverse micelle approach to

nanocluster synthesisg,g we will not repeat the details here, but refer the reader to Table I

of this paper. Subsequently, numerous other papers describing Au nanocluster synthesis

using so-called phase transfer catalysts(i.e. cationic surfactants)l1712have been published.

There are some misconceptions about the role of the cationic surfactants used in these

synthetic approaches. The first is that the typical recipe requires water to first dissolve

the salt (typically HAuC14 or NaAuC14) and then requires this aqueous salt solution to be

brought into contact with an immiscible toluene solution containing a cationic surfactant

(usually tetraoctylammonium bromide, (TOAB)). The first issue is why only certain

cationic stiactants will actually solubilize the gold salt into the organic phase. The

reason is that very hydrophobic (i.e. long chain alkyl) surfactapts are required to e~ure

both the formation of spherieal rni&lles in the organic(toluene) phask and’;ifhetotal

exclusion of water from that p@se. ” Because such .caiionic surfactzuis spdarieously

form inverse micelles in toluene, as discovered several years ago by neutron scattering,T
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they are capable of directly solubilizing a wide variety of metal salts without the use of

water. We have described such an inverse micelle synthesis in reference 9 and in our

pateng reference 8 using didodecyldimethyl ammonium bromide (DDAB) in toluene. All

other recipes in the literature use TOAB to solubilize the metal salt, but as we

demonstrate, (see Table II), the particular cationic surfactant used has a minor effect on

the final nanocluster size, provided the [Au]: [surfactant] ratio is identical, the counterion

is invariant, and the reducing agent is not changed.

With this general understanding of the role of the cationic surfactant as a rnicelle

forming agent which can directly solubilize a variety of metal salts, water need not be

introduced into the system, thus allowing the use of strong reducing agents such as LiBH4

in tetrahydrofuran (THF), or LiAlH4 in THF or toluene. These reducing agents are

generally superior to NaB~ in water which is typically used to reduce HAuC14 in two

phase systems. Even if one chooses to use NaB& as a reductang because NaBH4 in

neutral aqueous solution is untlable with respect to hydrolysis, only highly alkaline

solutions (-4 NaOH:NaBH4) should be used to effect reductions. Such caustic reducing

solutions are quite stable and are actually sold by Aldrich as stock -4.4M NaBH4 in -14

M NaOH solutions, and can be diluted into water, as desired.

In the case of gold or silver, the precursor metal salts are so easily reduced that the

use of alkaline NaBEQ in water as we described in our earlier work is quite acceptable.

However, this reducing agent is somewhat ineffective for the reduction of Pt or Pd salts,

and is completely ineffective for formation of metallic Fe, Ni, Co, Si, or Ge. Instea& in

the case of Fe, Ni or Co, the corresponding metal boride will form.

In Table I we show recipes for the synthesis of selected samples whose HPLC

characterization is described in this paper. In this table our sample names consist of a

number which denotes the sequential synthesis number of the sample, a letter which

indicates that some type of organic passivating agent was added post-synthesis, and a” p“

which is appended to the sample number and/or letter denoting whether it was chemically

purified from its reaction byproducts and excess surfactants by one of the approaches

described below. In this table we use the ~mrnon abbreviation CiEj for non-ionic

surfactants consisting of i (CH2)- units of an alkyl hydrophobic tail group attached to j

CH2CH20)- units of a hydrophilic ether head group. These alkylated polyethers,

commonly are obtained in ultrapure form Nikko chemicals, Japan.

We typically add other surfac@nts like, arq$e:,or thiols after ~e reduction is,. -.:,.”.,...>...
complete (this occurs in less than 30’&n&for@orig-rduc&g agents like Lik@34!).

Nonetheless, to ensure that the reduct&t is completely exha&t@ we wait about & hour
,’. --:”,, .,

after the reduction before adding the Passivattig agent. For surfactants that bind
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somewhat weakly to the nanocluster surface, like nonionic stiactants in the pcdyether

family, CiEj, slow growth of the clusters occurs after complete reduction, so the amount

of time one waits before adding a strongly binding passivating agent can be used to obtain

a desired average nanocluster size. We discuss the effect of age on the nanocluster

average size and size distribution in a later section of this paper.

We also studied systems such as described by Whetten et al.,lz in which the thiol

is added pre-reduction and thus competes with the surfhctant for the complexation of the

precursor gold salt. As we shall see, the general effect of such competition is to reduce

the fml nanocluster size for a fixed Au salt concentratio~ reducing agent, and surfactant

system as well as producing a narrower size distribution. We find there is very little

further effect on the final cluster size or size distribution once the thiol concentration is

equal to or greater than the [Au], (see Table II) In pre-reduction additio~ there is very

little dependence on the initial [Au].

High pressure liquid chromatography. HPLC approaches to separation are of two

basic types. The first relies on the dHerent chemical affinities of molecules for different

surface chemical groups attached to solid media, typically porous Si02. This approach

depends on the different affinities for molecules in the solid or stationary phase of the

column as compared to the mobile phase (the liquid) which transports the molecules

under high pressure (typically 800-2000 psi) to separate the molecules in time. This

mechanism is relatively insensitive to the size differences between molecules, but very

sensitive to their chemical fimctionalities; for example, toluene can be easily separated

from phenol. The second approach, the subject of this paper, uses porous hydrophobic

microgels (typically cross-linked polystyrene) to separate molecules by size. It is

commonly called size exclusion chromatography (SEC). 13 The basic principal of SEC is

simple-large molecules cannot penetrate the pores of the column media as effectively as

small ones, and spend less time exploring the pore structure of the column and these elute

through the column faster than small ones. The size range of applicability of a typical

SEC column varies with the average pore size of the col~ which ranges from 50 ~ to

>100,000 ~ in Commercially available columns (Polymer LabsTM (PLTM series), Waters

Corp.TM (HRTM series)) A 50 ~ column will easily separate hydrocarbons differing in

size by 2 carbons (e.g. hexane from octane), while a 100,000 ~ column will separate large

polymers with molecular weights of more $W 1,000,000 Daltons.

The key to the application’:of SEC to the. ,~lysis of inorgiuiic nanoclusters is

effkctive stiace passivation of the”clusters using non-polar orgahic Iigands. This is

because SEC cohnnns were designed to have little or no specific chemical affhity for non-
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polar organic molecules, but have a great tendency to permanently adsorb bare inorganic

ions or inorganic clusters. These columns must also be used with fairly non-polar mobile

phases like toluene or tetrahydrofimin, (THF). This is perhaps the explanation for their

very limited application for inorganic colloidal materials,14715 most of which are

traditionally synthesized in water. Our goal is to trick the column into believing a

passivated inorganic cluster is just a large, non-stic~ organic entity like polystyrene so

that it will simply meander through the pores, gradually getting separated from any other

clusters and/or molecules with either a different size or shape.

Size-dependence of the elution time. SEC has long been the method of choice for

determiningg the size distribution of polymers but, how can one utilize SEC to study these

properties in a system of metal nanoclusters? To show first how molecules elute from an

SEC column we show in Fig. 1 the peak elution time vs. the measured and/or calculated

hydrodynamic diameter for nearly monodisperse polystyrene (F%) size standards

(Polymer Labs) and ordinary monodisperse alkyl hydrocarbons. In the case of the PS

standards we can calculate their hydrodynamic diameter horn parameters available in the

Polymer Handbook and directly measure their hydrodynamic diameter by DLS. For the

larger (e.g., >3000 M.W.) PS standards we both calculated and measured their

hydrodynamic diameter and the agreement was excellent. Similar size information is

available in the literature for linear hydrocarbons in toluene. The resulting semi-log plot

of Fig. 1 convincingly demonstrates that for a pure SEC separation mechanism, log Dh -

tr, where tr is the elution (or retention) time (apex of the elution peak) as measured with

one of our HPLC detectors (refractive index detector in this case) and Dh is the

hydrodynamic diameter of the analyte in the mobile phase (toluene in this case). Note

that both the hydrocarbon standards, hexane through hexadecane, and the PS standards

fall on the same curve showing that only the average hydrodynamic diameter is important.

This figure shows that the same behavior is observed on both the PL 1000 and

PL1OOSEC columns (1000 ~ and 100 ~ pores respectively). However, the column with

larger pores can separate larger polymers than the one with smaller pores, but it doesn’t

have as good a resolution (2 ~ vs 4 ~). The upper limit of size fractionation is called the

total exclusion limit an~ as its name suggests, any molecule bigger than this size will be

totally excluded from the pore vohune, so no size discrimination occurs. At long elution

times all the molecules are so small as to penetrate all the pore voltie, and elute at.
essentially identical times. Only in the .ti&e qjon @vwen these limits does size

discrimination occur. Finally, if a molecule “has an aflinity for &e”cOlw (e.g. polar

molecules like THF, acetonitrile, (ACN), or methanol (MeOH)), this fiuther retards their
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progress through the pores and a pure SEC separation mechanism no longer occurs. This

must be avoided if we want to obtain nanocluster size information from SEC.

There are various tests we can apply to see if a passivated nanocluster has a

binding aftinity with the column. A strong indication is an unsymmetrical elution peak

with a lot of “tailing” on the longer elution time tail. (This is almost always observed

with surfactants, molecules with a strong affinity for surfaces.) Another way to detect

specific chemical interactions is to study the dependence of the elution time on the

amount of material injected onto the column. The elution time should be independent of

the amount of material injected over a wide range of injection amounts. A third testis to

remove the column completely, measure the total number of clusters that elute by using

the absorbance chromatogmrn elution area at a particular wavelength and then compare

this to the same absorbance elution peak area with the column. For the best samples

between 90 and 100% of the clusters elute. We make these tests to ensure that we can

interpret the elution time in terms of the hydrodynamic diameter of the capped

nanocluster.

The pore size of the column must be within the range appropriate for the capped

nanoclusters. For example, one can see from Fig. 1 that if a nanocluster sample has a size

between 0.5 and 4 nm that a PL 100 column would give the best separation, while for

clusters with sizes up to 10 nm the PL1OOOwould be more usefhl. However, with SEC

one can literally have it all as shown in Fig. 2. Here we show calibration curves on high

resolution (HR3) 1000 ~ pore columns made by Waters corp. using the same standards

described in the previous paragraph. We show both a single column and two columns

attached serially. Note the effect of the additional column is to spread out the separation

between similarly sized polymers (i.e. the slope of log Dh vs t decreases because the

available pore volume doubles), while the inherent line width (defined by the elution time

width of a monodisperse species like octane) remains ahnost constant. So simply by

adding more pore volume, we obtain 1-2 ~ size discrimination compared to 2-4 ~ with a

single column. The only price to pay for this increase in size discrimination is that the

sample takes about twice the time to elute from the column. But this poses no penalty if

one increases the flow rate of the mobile phase. This strategy of increasing the pore

volume to increase the resolution can be taken to the extreme of using a preparative SEC

column with roughly 10x the volume of the columns shown in Figs. 1-2. Such columns

are used by pharmaceutical companies to fractionate bio)olymer samples differing by less

than 2’%0in hydrodynamic size, and sin& ‘they.have so”.much@re vol&ie, can be used

with enormous volumes (l-2 ml) of injected samples, allowirig ‘hundreds of milligrams of

purifie~ size fractionated molecules to be prepared in’a few hours.
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The variety of detectors suitable for use with HPLC separation is large and even

includes mass spectrometers (not yet suitable for the molecular weights nor ionization

requirements of inorganic nanoclusters). We fmd the most useful and versatile detectors

for metal nanoclusters are photodiode army (PDA) UV-visible absorbance spectrometers,

and refractive index (RI) types. The former collects the entire absorbance spectrum from

200-800 nm at a rate of about 1-2 spectmhecond and a user selectable bandwidth of 1.2-

4.8 nm. The wavelength range of the data collected is limited by the mobile phase

transparency which only extends to about 290 nm, for example, for toluene. Since the

elution peak widths are at least 20 seconds, spectral information is available even within

the eluting peak. In addition, the sensitivity of these detectors is remarkable, noise levels

being 10-5A.U for the PDA, for example.

An RI detector is usefhl for detecting non- or weakly light absorbing species such

as surfiactants or other chemical impurities and by-products of the reaction, and to veri&

that nanocluster purification schemes are effective. The RI detector works by measuring

the differential refkwtion between the mobile phase held in a reference cell and the analyte

when it passes through the detector cell. We use a conductivity detector instead of the RI

detector for high sensitivity to conducting species such as salts or cationic surfactants. In

this case a conducting mobile phase like THF must be used. Signals are routinely

obtained from 10-?M of 10 pl of a metal salt. These detectors allow the determination of

the optical absorbance, and size distribution of a nanocluster sample in about 15 minutes

using 10 @ of sample at a [Au] of only 0.001 M to O.OIM!

Nanocluster purification. Gold nanoclusters after synthesis in inverse micelles contain

by-products. These impurities can be observed by HPLC using multiple detectors like a

PDA for absorbance and an RI detector to monitor the non-absorbing organic surfactants,

as shown in Fig. 3. Since the RI detector sensitivity is low for cationic surfactants in

toluene, we use a conductivity detector and THF as the mobile phase to monitor for ionic

species, Fig. 4.

Liquidphase extraction. We use liquid phase extraction to remove the impurities

from samples prepared in alkanes. Because these solvents are immiscible with polar

organic solvents like formamide (FA), N-methyl forrnamide (NMl?), and methanol. We

have found that NMF, with its extraordinarily high dielectric constant is effective in

extracting all the ions and surfactant from thiol stabilized nanoclusters.

Liquid-liquid extraction commonly used to purify ordinary chemicals, is quite

general for a wide range of surf5ct& ~d metal -nanocluste&;th&gh the partitiotig

ratio is dependent on the degree ~of hydrophilici~’ of the s&act&t(e.g. the tij ratio “



determines how hydrophobic the nonionic swfactant CiEj is, so decreasing this ratio leads

to more etiaction into the immiscible polar organic phase).

Solid phase extraction. Solid phase extraction of by-products from a

nanocluster solution is based upon differences in either size or chemical ai%nity of Au

nanoclusters compared to chemical impurities (see Figs. 3-4). For small quantities of

nanoclusters, for example 1-100 mg, we have employed a custom designed HPLC fraction

collection system to isolate different sized clusters and to remove other chemicals from

monodisperse clusters. This system employs a computer controlled microvalve

switching system which directs the mobile phase at a given point in the elution time

through a small Teflon tube and stainless steel needle penetrating a septum sealed vial.

This system can have collection vessels of arbitrary volume, can be completely air-free,

and the collection can be triggered by either the PDA signal exceeding a pre-determined

absorbance level at a particular wavelength or be triggered on a time basis relative to the

start signal at the injection time and using the known elution time of the desired

nanoclusters.

For faster purification of larger amounts of a sample, solid-phase extraction

cartridges are available (e.g. Watefs Corp. Sep-PakTM) containing the same types of

materials used in HPLC columns. These disposable cartridges of organically

functionalized silic~ alumina or ion exchangers are able to retain polar or ionic materials

while passing non-polar ones like alkane thiol stabilized Au nanoclusters. They are

commonly used to concentrate analytes prior to chemical analysis, but they work well

for purifying nanoclusters. We found the hydrophilic columns of silica and alumina to be

the most useful for purification, as the hydrophobic nanoclusters pass freely through

these materials while ions and surfactants are retained. The final nanocluster solution

purity after two to three passages through the cartridge is quite good as monitored by

HPLC analysis of the clusters.

Precipitation. Precipitation of nanoclusters from solution by adding a non-

solvent has been employed by many researchers. 16 Unlike liquid extraction, it is more

difficult to use with nanoclusters prepared in alkanes, since the polar, organic non-

solvents like methanol, ethanol, or NMF typically used to precipitate the alk&e thiol

stabilized nanoclusters from solution are immiscible in alkanes. We have discovered that

cold acetone or isopropanol does permit nanocluster precipitation from alkane solutions

in many cases, but nanocluster recovery is less comp~ed to liquid phase extraction.
,:

However, precipitation is effective for removing s&a&&~ fkom tohien&bas&l inverse,..
micelle solutions while recovering nearly 100°Aof the as-~nthesi&l gold nanoclusters.
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Figure 5 shows the HPLC conductivity signal before and afier methanol

precipitation for Au538 (see Tables I, II) nanoclusters in toluene. We use a 10 fold excess

MeOH volume, allow the nanoclusters to precipitate for -1 hr and then centrifuge at 100

G for 15-30 minutes. This chromatogram reveals that the unpurfzed Au nanoclusters do

have some conductivity, presumably due to adsorbed cationic surfactan~ so the thiol does

not displace all the cationic surfactant when it is added. However, purification renders

the nanocluster basically neutral.

Figure 6 shows the RI signal before and after purification of a sample prepared

using the nonionic stiactant C12E5 in toluene and extracted twice using W The

surfactant, chemicals used in reduction, and excess thiol are nearly completely removed.

The elution of the Au nanoclusters cannot be detected by the RI detector.

To determine the extent of surfacta.nt and thiol removal via precipitation and to

monitor the inorganic elements directly, we pefiormed x-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis

(Spectrace QuantX systemTM). Figure 7 shows the XRF analysis of Au566 starting

from the precursor to the final purified sample. Little or no change in [Au] was observed,

while the ~r] went from an initial value of 0,06M to .03lM after reduction and putting

the sample in contact with water, to 0.0002M after MeOH precipitation. The

characteristic Br Kct peak completely disappears as this figure shows. In Fig. 8, obtained

under diffkrent x-ray fluorescence excitation conditions and using a He purge to increase

S/’N,we monitored the [Cl] (from the precursor HAuC14 salt) and [S], (from the 0.03M

C12SH addition) signals. Since the Au Ma and S Kct lines overlap we calculated the

remaining S peak from the total are% subtracting off the Au Ma line area from the known

[Au]. The sulfur concentration decreased from 0.03 M to 0.00IM and the initial [Cl] of

0.04M decreased to zero (our Cl detection limit is 30 ppm for our instrument) after

purification. For these d-2 nm clusters, this [S] yields a Au:S ratio of 10:1. This is the

typical [Au]:[S] ratio we have observed in this size range, independent of alkyl chain

length.

We purified several samples containing various chain length alkyl thiols a second

time by MeOH precipitation, but discovered, as have others,lT that excess purification

washes the alkyl thiols off the clusters, leading to instability and even plating out of the

clusters. It is also often found that the Au clusters will not precipitate a second time

without aggressive centrifugation, which compacts the nanocluster pellet to such an extent

as to render redissolution almost impossible.

Several researchers assert that precipitation of nanoclusters from solvent/non-

solvent pairs is “size selective”, in contrast to our experience that it merely discriminates

based on the surface chemistry of the hydrophobic Au nanoclusters. 11,12 If size
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discrimination is really occurring, then HPLC before and after precipitation should show a

change in the cluster elution time (size) a.dor peak width (size distribution). Figure 9

shows, for Au 508 that both the as-synthesized and the precipitated nanoclusters Au

508p, have identical elution times (sizes) and linewidths (size distribution). We purified

the parent sample Au508 by evaporating off the toluene, then redissolving the C12SH

stabilized nanoclusters in decane, a solvent in which TOAB has negligible volubility. This

method of purification also left the average size and size dispersion invariant. We have

never observed any size discrimination by precipitation in the samples we have prepared

by the inverse micelle process and purified by precipitation. Inste@ we have sometimes

observed with special surfactantheducing agent combinations subpopulations of non-

precipitating clusters whose solace properties are essentially hydrophilic and thus fail to

bind the alkyl thiols strongly enough to compete with the cationic surfactan~ which is

usually quite soluble in MeOH. HPLC has shown that such clusters do not differ in size

nor optical properties from the hydrophobic clusters.

IIL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Size distributions from HPLC. To use SEC to obtain absolute cluster sizes one needs

nanocluster “standards” to develop a calibration curve. To develop standards we prepare

monodisperse solutions of nanoclusters with a single Au core size and then stabilized

these clusters using 3 different alkyl thiols of known chain length. Using HRTEM one

then obtains the core size of each sample and assuming the shell thickness added by the

thiols is independent of core size one can obtain the total (core + shell) diameter by

assuming the calibration curve of Fig. 1 to be valid. By subtraction one can then obtain

the shell thickness due to the alkyl capping group. Further verification of this procedure

was obtained by running the samples on another pore size column and comparing the Dh

values obtained using its calibration curve.

Figure 10 shows that for a single core size (Au492~b,c, 2.0 nm core by HRTEM)

the elution time varies as predicted with alkyl chain length. The nanoclusters with the

smallest shell thickness elute at the longest time. Now, using the PS-based calibration

curve for this PL 1000 column (Fig. 1, whose best fit is Dh(t)+08*exp(-.62525 *t)), one

obtains the hydrodynamic (core + shell) diameters shown in Table II. After subtraction

of the known HRTEM core size of 2.0(.2) nm one obtains the total shell thicknesses

indicate~ 13.9 (C6SH), 21.9 (C1OSH), agd 28.7 ~ (C14SH) respectively. Using the

PL500 column one obtains 14.2,:21.0, and”26.6fi for the same ymples. These values,.
should be twice the allcjd chain length in solutio~’ and ‘&ey appear to be consistent with

this assumption which predicts about a 8“~ shell thickness increase for every 4 carbon
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atoms added to the alkyl thiol passivating agent, which implies a 1.0 ~ linear C-C

distance in toluene solution, very close to what we find from our calibration curve of free

hydrocarbons shown in Fig. 1. The assumption of an alkyl thiol shell thickness which

doesn’t depend strongly on core diameter may not hold well for signhntly larger core

sizes. We do know, for example, that alkyl thiols do not adsorb as strongly on larger, d>5

run Au clusters, suggesting that the thickness of the passivating layer might decrease.

To check the consistency of our analysis we then synthesized other samples, also

monodisperse as verified by SEC and HRTE~ and obtained the ehrtion times and total

hydrodynamic diameters shown in Table II. Using the shell thicknesses obtained above

we can calculate the core size from the hydrodynamic diameter obtained from the

calibration curve of Fig. 1. These core sizes are in good agreement with TEM sizes. The

largest uncertainty in this analysis is the HRTEM measurements of core size for the small

nanoclusters. As an example, we show a HRTEM in figure 11 of Au508p whose size

from Table II is given as 2.0 & 0.2 nm. Although figure 11 is consistent with this size,

there is no objective method of determiningg whether the true size distribution is as narrow

as indicated from HPLC, due to the effects of grid/particle contrast, particle orientation,

and whether the particle lies in the focal plane.

HPLC linewidth. Even for perfectly monodisperse samples like toluene, an HPLC

system has instrumental (column and detector) linewidth. For example, the fill width at

half height (FWHH) of decane run in a mobile phase of toluene on a PL 1000 column at 1

ml/minis 0.3 min. For our polymer size standards, the FWHH is 0.5 to 0.6 minutes even

though our PS standards are exceedingly monodisperse, with M#Mn (Mw = weight

averaged molecular weight, Mn = number average molecules weight) values as low as 1.05.

So a high resolution SEC column can detect fairly minute variations from monodispersity.

Comparing the linewidth of soli~ roughly spherical objects like gold nanoclusters

to polymer coils might affect our estimates of the cluster size distribution. Fortunately,

there are “solid” molecules with dimensions roughly comparable to our nanoclusters,

namely C60 and C70. The latter is available in highly purified (by HPLC! ) form from

Strem Chemicals (99.9%) and both C60 and C70 are soluble in toluene.

Figure 12 shows the normalized elution peaks of C60 and Au 470b run under

identical conditions on a PL500 column with toluene as the mobile phase. The elution

time of C60 is shifted to match that of the Au nanoclusters. The linewidth of the

nanoclusters is actually slightly narrower than C60. Its FWHH is 0.4 minutes, as

compared to 0.3 minutes for a molecide~like C1O run Orithis same col~ S6 it appears.. . . .
that neither sample is peifectly’ rno&&sperse. The slight asjrnmetry in the elution

profile of C60 might be due to a surprising tendency of C60 to interact with the columq
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also be an indication of some size dispersity in the 99.9% sample. In any case, the

narrow size distribution of our best Au nanocluster samples is evident.

We assume that the inherent instrumental linewidth al of our best nanoclusters

sample is the same as observed with nearly monodisperse Au samples such as Au470b or

508p. Them since the convolution of two Gaussian peaks is a Gaussian, the total

Iinewidth o~ of a sample due to polydispersity, ~ and instrumental effects is given by,

(1)

Equation 1 allows us to compute the sample polydispersity, using the measured

instrumental width of 0.3 minutes for a PL 1000 column and the sample linewidth. From

~ one can then use Fig. 1, the calibration curve for this column to estimate the spread in

cluster sizes. To use HI?LC to analyze for average size and size dispersio~ at least two

additional variables, nanocluster shape and specific interactions with the column must be

consider~ however.

Nanocluster shape can play a role in the observed elution time. This is nicely

illustrated by comparing the elution of a roughly spherical cluster like C60 to that of a

more football shape~ but larger, C70 cluster. If overall molecular weight were the only

consideration, we would expect the larger C70 cluster to elute more quickly than C60, but

just the opposite is observed in Figure 13. In fact, both C60 and C70 elute at much later

times than decane, C1O, which is hydrodynamically smaller, indicating that both

molecules interact (i.e. stick) with the polystyrene gel column. Even though their elution

times do not permit us to obtain their absolute size, they are easily separated by their

different shapes (it is unlikely that they have different chemical affinities for the column

material since they are both made of carbon). In our analysis of Au cluster sizes we will

assume that the clusters are spherical.

As mentioned previously, an indicator of specific chemical interactions of a cluster

with the column is the asymmetry of the elution peak. Any chemical interaction with the

column will slow down the nanocluster elution compared to a pure SEC mechanism,

leading to an underestimate of the cluster size. The self-consistency of the observed

hydrodynamic volume for several different columns as illustrated in Table II helps to rule

this out, as well as indicating the reproducibility of cluster size measurements. The astute

reader will note a small but significant difference in the observed shell thickness for the,.-’
PL500 and PL1OOOcolumns in the eaie of l~ger, ‘*5 nmclusters.”

In Table II we have converted the HPLC Iinewidth into a size dis@bution by

using the best fit to the data of figure 1. These values are shown in this table ody for the
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case of the best (narrowest inherent instrumental linewidth) PL 1000 column since the

elution peaks were not as symmetrical for the same samples on the HR3 and P1500

columns. Also worth noting is the larger polydispersity for a given sample

chromatographed using two PL 1000 columns (pl 1000 x 2), which give superior size

resolution. The chromatograms were obtained when the samples were considerably (6

months-1 year) older, and so the increased dispersity might reflect an aging effect.

Obviously, the uncertainties in determining polydispersity are greatest for nanoclusters

with linewidths close to the instrumental value. Still, these are probably the most

objective values currently available for size dispersity in Au nanoclusters.

CONCLUSIONS

HPLC is a powerfid size analysis, separation, and characterization tool well suited

to the examination of metal and semiconductor nanoclusters in the size regime where

strong quantum confinement effects are important. In this regime the largest single

uncertainty in nanocluster measurements is often the ability to determine absolute size

and size dispersion in a sample for comparison to observed physical properties such as

optical absorbance, PL etc. We have shown how absolute sizes and size dispersions can

be rapidly obtained by SEC chromatography. In particular we demonstrated that Au

nanoclusters passivated with alkyl thiol shells follow ideal SEC behavior, namely log Dh

-tr, where tr is the retention time and Dh the hydrodynamic diameter. We were also able

to measure the organic shell thickness for the first time, for k=6-18.

We observed that in the size regime below d-3 nm, certain retention times and

sizes are observed quite independently of widely differing synthetic variations. We

attributed these observations to especially stable “magic” sizes. By analysis of the

elution peak linewidths, we also showed that such samples are remarkably monodisperse,

exceeding that of purified C60 standards, and krthermore that these elution times and

linewidths are stable for periods of over a year.

A significant aspect of the ability to use SEC for size determination is the ability

to passivate the inorganic nanocluster surl%.ceto allow the nanocluster to flow through the

porous organic media of the SEC column without having specific interactions with the

column which would give spurious elution times and hence sizes. This was accomplished

by learning how various organic passivating surfactants bind to metal cluster stiaces

using HPLC.

In a previous paperls we showed how HPLC combined ivith an on-line

fluorescence detector can be used to discover novel, size dependent PL properties of Au



nanoclusters while convincingly removing any impurities which might give spurious PL

signals. Although space considerations preclude a detailed discussion, the use of this size

itiorrnation combined with the complete absorbance data from our PDA allows a detailed

examination of the cluster size dependence of the optical plasmon absorbance in both Au

and Ag nanoclusters. We will present these results in another paper. In the Mure we

feel HPLC will significantly augment and enhance present size determination methods

such as TEM and will add to our knowledge of the size-dependent properties of

nanoclusters.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Hydrodynamicdiameter (Dh) vs. elution time, single column. Calculated and
measured hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) vs. peak apex elution time for Polystyrene Polymers (PS
stds) and linear hydrocarbons (Ck stds), for a Polymer Labs 100 A (PL100) and 1000A (PL1000)
pore size column.

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) vs. elution time, double column. Calculated and
measured hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) vs. apex elution time for Polystyrene Polymers (PS stds)
and linear hydrocarbons (ck stds), for a Waters Corp. high resolution (HR) polystyrene SEC
column with 1000A (HR3) pore size column compared to two such columns used in series
(HR3+HR3).

Fig ure 3. Chromatographic separation of capped Au nanoclusters (sample #470b) stabilized
using cl 2SH and containin the nonionic surfactant cl 2e5. A PL500 column and a toluene mobile
phase were used A coplot of the Absorbance at 520 nm, Abs(520nm) from a PDA detector and
the differential refractive index from an RI detector vs elution time shows the separation and
detection of Au nanoclusters fmm the other chemicals used in their preparation-a nonionic
surlactant, Cl 2E5, the solvent, C8=octane, and THF (to dissolve the reducing agent, LiAlH4).

Fig ure 4. Au nanocluster separation (#538) from a cationic surfactant, TOAB. Coplot of the
Absorbance at 520 nm, Abs(520nm),from a,PDA detector and the conductivity (semi-log, arbtirary
units) vs. elution time showing the separation and detection of Au nanoclusters from the cationic
surfactant (TOAB), used to prepare the nanoclusters.

Fig ure 5. Purification of Au #538 nanoclusters by MeOH precipitation. Conductivity vs.-elution

time for as-synthesized and purified Au nanoclusters.

F! g ure 6. Purification of Au nanoclusters by NMF extraction. The differential refracWe index vs.

elution time for as-synthesized and purified Au nanoclusters is shown.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

XRF analysis of [Au] and [Br] before and after purification of Au #566

XRF analysis of [Au], [S] and [Cl] before and after purification of Au #566.

Nanocluster size is unaffected by purification method. Chromatogram showing the
peak-normalized absorbance vs. elution time for Au.

Fig u re 10. Effect of capping agents on the hydrodynamic diameter of Au #492 nanoclusters.
HPLC chromatogram of Au nanoclusters with three alkyl thiols, CkSH, k=6,1 0,14 added after
reduction. The absorbance at 520 nm (A(520nm)) from the PDA vs. elution time is shown. The
SEC column used was a Polymer Labs PL1000 and the mobile phase was toluene at 1 ml/min
flow rate.

Fig ure 11. HRTEM of a region of a holey carbon grid on which a drop of sample Au508p was

d!OWf5d to dry.
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Fig ure 12. Size distribution of Au clusters is as narrow as buckyballs. Normalized absorbance
chromatogram from PDA detector (A/Amax) for Cl 2SH stabilized Au nanoclusters and 99.9%
C60. HPLC conditions were a PL500 column using toluene as the mobile phase flowing at 1
mlhnin. The C60 elution time has been shifted to coincide with that of the Au nanoclusters for
ease of comparison.

Figure 13. Chromatogram instrumental linewidth for samples of decane (C1O), C60, and C70
run on a PL500 column in toluene.
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